First pastry class in the year, we started with the best, we were taught how to make banana and syrup pancakes, the children were very excited and curious, 14 children participated, active at the Sherin Bowen Library.
First the recipe elaborated by Mrs. Karla was given to the kids, everyone read it out loud. They paid attention to every indication they were given, they worked as a team and coordinated very well. The kids learned how to make the dough, to mash bananas, to beat by hand and know when the pancake is ready.
When it was time to put the dough in the pan, the children were excited, they all took turns cooking with the pan, always under the supervision of Mrs. Karla and Sharon.
There were funny moments, one of the children said to everything, “Disgusting!” when seeing the texture or color of some ingredients, until the teacher gave him a chance to try one of the ingredients, then he said, “Delicious!”
It was very nice to see the children's interest in learning how to prepare their food. The enthusiasm to move the pancake and syrup, they were very attentive. They were even excited to wash the dishes, that was strange and I then discovered why….they passed their fingers over the container and ate the pancake dough.
In the end everyone was very happy with the results. They were anxiously waiting for the best part, to try the pancakes! They invited the rest of the library companions to participate in the snack. Everyone was delighted.
Commentary:
We liked the class, making our own waffles, making the dough was fun, we had never made pancakes, we liked honey, we were proud of what we did, everything was impressive, the teacher was very friendly and the recipe was delicious, we are looking forward to the next class.

We thank the donors for the opportunity to learn and Mrs. Karla for sharing her time and experience with us.
I thank you from the heart for those beautiful hands that gave those donations, to make this project as beautiful as it is to teach the art of confectionery and cooking to children and adolescents of the Sherin Bowen Library.

Thank God for the talents he gives to each child to learn and now have a world of knowledge in their hands. That day was wonderful full of energy, joy and love, we had a lot of fun, it was one of the most dynamic and united class.

Thank you because this year we are able to make the Confectionery Classes each month. Many Graces in the name of our lord Jesus Christ everything, will be a success. Amen.

Comments Teacher Karla Núñez: